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Preface

Ten years after the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill, policymakers and practitioners are
eager to know what has been learned from research on the mental health, economic, and
community distress associated with the disaster in the Gulf of Mexico. In this report, we briefly
summarize and synthesize key findings from relevant research and identify recommendations for
improving community resilience to another large oil spill. The report presents guidance for
diverse stakeholders interested in supporting communities affected by and recovering from oil
spills. This report will be informative for members of government agencies responsible for
disaster preparedness, response, and recovery; nongovernmental organizations working to
improve community resilience; local community leaders working directly with coastal residents
whose livelihoods depend on natural resources; private-sector companies involved in reducing
risk; and scientists and donors (federal and private) responsible for distributing resources that
support research in this field.
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RAND Social and Economic Well-Being is a division of the RAND Corporation that seeks
to actively improve the health and social and economic well-being of populations and
communities throughout the world. This research was conducted in the Community Health and
Environmental Policy Program within RAND Social and Economic Well-Being. The
program focuses on such topics as infrastructure, science and technology, community design,
community health promotion, migration and population dynamics, transportation, energy, and
climate and the environment, as well as other policy concerns that are influenced by the
natural and built environment, technology, and community organizations and institutions that
affect well-being. For more information, email chep@rand.org.
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Summary

The 2010 Deepwater Horizon (DWH) oil spill was the largest in U.S. history, releasing an
estimated 4.9 million barrels of oil into the Gulf of Mexico.1 The scale of the disaster motivated
diverse stakeholders to examine the human dimensions of the spill and how communities’
resilience to similar threats could be improved. This examination is needed because, as long as
humans depend on extracting oil and gas for energy, coastal regions are at risk for spills. In this
report, we explore how communities, government officials, nongovernmental organizations,
businesses, and scientists can build community resilience to large oil spills.
In addition to paying more than $20.8 billion in environmental damages, BP allocated $500
million to establish the Gulf of Mexico Research Initiative (GoMRI) to distribute funds for
independent research. About 4.2 percent of the GoMRI funding awarded through the competitive
grant process (approximately $16.8 million of $400 million) was allocated to scientific studies of
behavioral and socioeconomic impacts, population health, environmental risk assessment, and
community capacity considerations (theme 5).2 A small but growing body of empirical work is
emerging on the mental health, economic, and social aspects of the DWH spill on Gulf Coast
communities. However, there has been no comprehensive synthesis of these studies. Moreover,
the implications of those findings have yet to be distilled into specific recommendations for
various stakeholder groups. In this report, we aim to
•
•

identify key findings from research on the human dimensions of the DWH oil spill,
particularly related to mental health, economic, and community distress
provide recommendations, based on extant research, for improving Gulf Coast
communities’ ability to deal with the risks of a large oil spill.

We examined peer-reviewed articles and other reports published from 2010 through 2019
from diverse social science fields, topics, methods, populations, periods, and geographies.
Relevant documents were identified via a topic search of “Deepwater Horizon” in Web of
Science, PubMed, and other online databases specific to disasters or to the DWH oil spill.
Although physical and mental health are closely related within the disaster context, our literature
review for this report did not include studies that primarily examined physical health impacts.
Other reports synthesizing research on physical health impacts are available; the narrower focus
in this report reflects the authors’ expertise and the specific objectives of the funding allocated.3

1

U.S. Coast Guard and National Response Team, 2011.

2

Personal communication with GoMRI officials.

3

Aguilera et al., 2010; Kwok, Engel, et al., 2017; Eklund et al., 2019; Laffon, Pásaro, and Valdiglesias, 2016.
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Initial results of the literature review were presented to representatives of nongovernment
organizations, academic researchers, and community leaders who attended a workshop in New
Orleans on February 8, 2019.
Our review of the literature identified mixed evidence of distress associated with the DWH
disaster and a variety of factors that affected the nature and severity of people’s experiences. Key
findings from the research are shown in Table S.1.
Table S.1. Key Research Findings
Mental Health Distress
•

Diverse studies provide mixed evidence for short- and long-term mental health distress (depression, anxiety,
and posttraumatic stress) associated with the DWH oil spill.

•

Life disruption (particularly income loss), prior trauma, and various sociodemographic characteristics were
important drivers of negative mental health symptoms.

•

Higher levels of social capital—particularly social support, sense of community, and perceived resiliency—had a
protective impact against spill-related stress, except for groups with high attachment to damaged resources
(e.g., fishing households).

•

Some social groups reported experiencing more distress than others, partly because of the differing levels and
types of prior trauma, disruption from the oil spill, or available support.

Economic Impacts
•

Economic losses from the DWH oil spill were limited to the short term for the commercial fishing, oil and gas,
and tourism industries. However, years after the oil spill, high proportions of households reported very negative
impacts on their financial situations.

•

The most-severe economic impacts were reported by poorer households.

•

Aggregate analyses by industry showed that unemployment rates were not permanently affected by the spill.

•

Economic impacts were highly heterogenous, with a net increase in employment and wages in some areas
(e.g., in Louisiana, in part because of the resources needed for spill clean-up) but a decline in employment and
wages in other areas (e.g., Florida).

Community Distress
•

Conditions following the DWH oil spill were consistent with an environment that would negatively impact
community well-being by reducing trust in authorities, weakening social networks, increasing perceptions of
inequitable distribution of post-spill resources, and increasing domestic violence.

•

Substantial percentages of coastal households (e.g., nearly 38 percent of an Alabama sample) were involved
directly or indirectly in some type of claims, settlement, or litigation activity associated with the DWH oil spill,
thereby prolonging the recovery process. Uncertainty over the extent of oil spill impacts, competing narratives of
responsibility and blame, protracted litigation and compensation processes, and perceptions of injustice related
to these factors were chronic stressors.

•

Communities were variably positioned in terms of vulnerability (e.g., fishing dependence) and resilience (e.g.,
social capital and community attachment).

•

Different groups demonstrated different experiences of loss and recovery. Fishing households, in particular,
reported high levels of DWH-related disruption of social routines.

During the literature review and workshop discussions, several themes emerged regarding
ways to reduce the stress of large oil spills and build resilience to catastrophic events. These
multifaceted themes formed the basis of several key recommendations, as shown in Table S.2.
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The recommendations reflect discussions with workshop participants about the findings from the
literature review and are intended for implementation before the next large oil spill.
Table S.2. Summary of Recommendations
Recommendation
•

•

•

•

Stakeholders with Primary Role

Focus on the needs of people and their communities.
o Address acute needs (e.g., train and place community
health workers to build local capacity for disaster
response).

Government (all levels), NGOs

o Ensure ongoing local support (e.g., provide sustained
resources to local programs to address social
disparities).

Local government, NGOs, private sector

o Identify and support vulnerable populations (e.g.,
ensure that fishers have access to alternative
livelihoods or income).

Local government, NGOs, private sector,
scientists

Address the complexity of the resource-dependent
social systems in which disasters are managed.
o Centralize social science in systems-based approaches
to risk management (e.g., use citizen science to identify
community assets for emergency response plans).

Federal government, scientists

o Ensure that diverse information can be integrated by
communities thinking holistically about their long-term
needs and goals (e.g., provide funds to encourage
communities to identify priority goals and strategies for
achieving them).

Government (all levels), NGOs, scientists

o Improve claims processes (e.g., clarify procedures in
determining payouts ahead of the next disaster).

Federal government, private sector, scientists

Enhance partnerships, leveraging diverse sets of skills
and strengths.
o Work with local partners (e.g., engage residents in
disaster citizen science).

Government (all levels), NGOs, private sector,
scientists

o Leverage diverse skills to build systems-level capacity
(e.g., use telemedicine to provide tailored, timesensitive mental health care).

Federal government, NGOs, scientists

o Integrate diverse perspectives through collaborations
(e.g., enhance links between researchers and local
residents through formal arrangements with community
health workers).

Government (all levels), NGOs, private sector,
scientists

Connect the past, present, and future contexts to
support disaster recovery efforts.
o Examine extant policies and practices for ways to
reduce vulnerabilities and increase resilience (e.g.,
identify potential hazardous waste disposal sites before
the next disaster to distribute risk across
sociodemographic groups).

Government (all levels), NGOs, private sector,
scientists

o Improve adaptive capacity through preparedness and
diversification (e.g., provide guidance to households
about how to prepare for the mental, economic, and
social distress associated with an oil spill).

Government (all levels), private sector
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Recommendation
•

Stakeholders with Primary Role

Deepen the evidence base for building community
resilience.
o Partner with communities through participatory research
approaches (e.g., partner with local organizations to
design surveys and collect information).

Federal government, NGOs, scientists

o Use prospective research designs, collect baseline
data, and broaden the definition of exposure (e.g.,
include more social scientists on boards responsible for
distributing research funds).

Federal government, scientists

o Facilitate data sharing and access (e.g., coordinate
research groups to avoid participant fatigue).

Federal government, private sector, scientists

NOTE: NGO = nongovernment organization.

Coastal communities surrounding the Gulf of Mexico continue to prove their resilience to
catastrophic events, such as large oil spills, but need support adapting to changing conditions to
manage disaster risk. To address risk effectively, communities will need support from
government at all levels, nongovernment organizations, and industry. Using our synthesis of
research on the mental health, economic, and community distress associated with the DWH oil
spill and discussion of the synthesis with subject-matter experts, the recommendations provided
in this report are intended to improve policy, practice, and research aimed at building resilience
in Gulf Coast communities. The findings and recommendations presented here can be
generalized to other large events that can cause a heavy human toll, such as hurricanes, flooding,
and epidemics. Although research and practice need to address the nuances of specific events
and community characteristics, the key messages in this report underscore best practices for
disaster management that are broadly applicable.
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1. Introduction

Disasters like the 2010 Deepwater Horizon (DWH) oil spill should serve as turning points,
after which society evaluates how to improve community efforts to prepare for, respond to,
recover from, and prevent such catastrophes. Ten years after the DWH oil spill, it is time to
assess the recommendations that have emerged from research on the mental health, economic,
and community distress associated with this disaster. Local communities, government agencies,
nonprofit organizations, and others are eager to know how best to mitigate risks. What have
researchers learned about the impacts of the DWH oil spill on mental health, economic, and
social functioning in communities surrounding the Gulf of Mexico? What do the research
findings imply for effectively building community resilience in advance of another major oil
spill?
The DWH oil spill was the largest in U.S. history, releasing an estimated 4.9 million barrels
of oil into the Gulf of Mexico and affecting communities throughout the coastal Gulf of Mexico
region.1 The scale of the disaster motivated diverse stakeholders to examine human dimensions
of the impacts and how communities’ resilience to similar future threats could be improved.
Moreover, ongoing dependence on oil and gas means that coastal regions remain at risk for
future spills. This report seeks to address the following question: What could communities,
government officials, nongovernmental organizations, businesses, and scientists do to build
community resilience to future oil spills?
In addition to paying more than $20.8 billion in environmental damages, BP allocated $500
million for independent research on the oil spill’s impacts.2 This funding established the Gulf of
Mexico Research Initiative (GoMRI). Over ten years, GoMRI distributed the funds for research
activities aimed at improving society’s ability to understand, respond to, and mitigate the impacts
of petroleum pollution and associated stressors on the environment and public health in the
region. About 4.2 percent of the GoMRI funding awarded through the competitive grant process
(approximately $16.8 million of $400 million) was allocated to scientific studies of behavioral
and socioeconomic impacts, population health, environmental risk assessment, and community
capacity considerations (theme 5).3 Additional studies have been supported by other programs,
such as the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine’s Gulf Research
Program and the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences. However, there has been
no comprehensive synthesis of studies on the mental health, economic, and community distress
1

U.S. Coast Guard and National Response Team, 2011; National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil
Spill and Offshore Drilling, 2011.
2

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association, 2017.

3

Personal communication with GoMRI officials.
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associated with the DWH disaster on Gulf Coast communities. Furthermore, implications of
those findings have yet to be distilled into recommendations for specific stakeholder groups.

Report Goal and Aims
In this report, researchers synthesize existing research to determine the opportunities and
challenges facing stakeholders in the Gulf of Mexico as they attempt to build community
resilience in advance of another large oil spill. We aim to
•
•

identify key findings from research on the human dimensions of the DWH oil spill,
particularly related to mental health, economic, and community distress
provide recommendations, based on extant research, for improving Gulf Coast
communities’ ability to deal with the risks of a large oil spill.

We seek to provide guidance for the array of stakeholders that shape disaster resilience in coastal
communities in the Gulf of Mexico region, particularly through policy, practice, and research
activities. This initial synthesis focuses on lessons about DWH-related impacts from the social
science research to date. We anticipate new and more-nuanced findings emerging in the future
from ongoing research efforts, and these should be integrated into updated syntheses.

Study Approach
To address the report’s objectives, the GoMRI-funded Consortium for Resilient Gulf
Communities (CRGC) identified and reviewed 98 peer-reviewed articles and other reports on the
DWH oil spill, which were published from 2010 through 2019 in the Web of Science and
PubMed databases, as well as in several disaster-related databases (see Appendix A for detailed
methods). The literature reflects diverse social science fields, topics, methods, populations,
periods, and geographies. The diversity of studies prevents a formal meta-analysis, but we
consider the disparate evidence across multiple studies to glean insights specific to each topic
area (mental health, economic, and community distress) and to community resilience more
broadly. Given the already diverse body of work related to DWH, we did not systematically
examine studies on other oil spills (although some studies did compare DWH with the Exxon
Valdez event).4 We indicate where study effects are reported as statistically significant, but we
also highlight the practical importance of providing a narrative summary for interpreting results
across the larger body of work. In addition, although physical and mental health are closely
related within the disaster context, our literature review for this report did not include studies that
primarily examined physical health impacts. Other reports synthesizing research on physical

4

Gill, Picou, and Ritchie, 2012; Gill et al., 2014.

2

health impacts are available elsewhere; the narrower focus of this report reflects the authors’
expertise and the specific objectives of the funding allocated.5
Our review identified key findings and recommendations on three main human systems
affected by the DWH oil spill: mental health, economic, and community functioning. Initial
results of the literature review were presented to representatives of nongovernment
organizations, academic researchers, and community leaders who attended a workshop in New
Orleans on February 8, 2019. The workshop was designed to elicit feedback on the initial results
and to identify recommendations for addressing community distress associated with large oil
spills in the future. Details of relevant empirical papers are summarized in Appendix B, and the
key messages presented at the workshop are provided in Appendix C.

Contextual Background
The DWH oil rig, leased by BP, exploded on April 20, 2010, about 50 miles offshore of
southeast Louisiana. The explosion killed 11 men working on the rig; over almost three months,
nearly 5 million barrels of crude oil spilled into the Gulf of Mexico from an ocean depth of
around 5,000 feet—the largest marine oil spill in history.6 More than 950 miles of the northern
Gulf Coast, from eastern Texas to the Florida Panhandle, was affected by the oil.7 The top panel
of Figure 1.1 shows the maximum oiling along the coastline during 2010–2012; the bottom two
panels show the amount of oiling in May 2011 and 2012, respectively. When the DWH oil spill
occurred, the region had recently experienced severe hurricanes and flooding, and was still in the
process of recovering from other catastrophic events, such as the 2005 Hurricanes Katrina and
Rita.

5

Aguilera et al., 2010; Eklund et al., 2019; Laffon, Pásaro, and Valdiglesias, 2016.

6

National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore Drilling, 2011.

7

National Wildlife Federation, undated; Avery, 2010.
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Figure 1.1. Maps of Shoreline Oiling at Maximum Oiling Conditions, One Year (May 2011), and Two
Years (May 2012) After the Spill

SOURCE: Michel et al., 2013.

The Gulf of Mexico is home to several major estuaries and supports commercial and
recreational fishing, seafood processing, and tourism. Short-term fishing and drilling
moratoriums were enacted immediately following the DWH oil spill. In the years after the oil
spill, fishers faced threats from environmental contamination and stigma from consumer
concerns about Gulf seafood safety.8 The region’s population is diverse, ranging from people
whose ancestors have lived there for hundreds of years to very recent immigrants. The coastal
region includes large cities like New Orleans, small towns, and rural areas. The fishing and oil
production industries play a dominant role in the livelihoods of residents.
The DWH oil spill resulted in various claims, settlement, and litigation processes to address
ecological, economic, health, and sociocultural damages in the region. Acting as the responsible
8

Simon-Friedt et al., 2016; Singleton et al., 2016.

4

party for the disaster, BP set aside $20 billion to compensate affected parties for their economic
losses.9 From those funds, about $12 billion was paid to individuals, companies, and local
governments for losses caused by damages to the Gulf’s ecosystem. The compensation system
implemented by BP was one of the largest in U.S. history, but the company was not prepared to
handle the initial wave of almost 144,000 claims.10 Subsequently, the Gulf Coast Claims facility
was established, and it disbursed $6.3 billion to almost 225,000 claimants. In addition, the U.S.
Department of Justice filed criminal and civil suits against three corporate defendants (BP,
Transocean, and Halliburton). In 2013, the largest criminal resolution in U.S. history occurred
when the Justice Department and BP settled the criminal case for $4 billion in penalties.11 In
December 2012, the Economic and Property Damages Settlement Agreement was approved, and
in January 2013, the Medical Benefits Class Action Settlement Agreement was approved.

Overview of This Report
We first present a conceptual framework for organizing and understanding aspects of
community resilience that are relevant to the DWH oil spill (Chapter 2). We then briefly
summarize the key findings from a review of research literature (Chapters 3 through 5) and
provide recommendations (Chapter 6) based on feedback from workshop participants. Overall
conclusions are presented in Chapter 7. This report will be informative for members of
government agencies responsible for disaster preparedness, response, and recovery;
nongovernmental organizations working to improve community resilience; local community
leaders working directly with coastal residents whose livelihoods depend on natural resources;
private-sector companies involved in reducing risk; and scientists and donors (federal and
private) responsible for distributing resources that support research in this field.

9

Flocks and Davies, 2014.

10

Avery, 2010.

11

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2013.
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2. Conceptual Framework of Community Resilience and
Vulnerability to Environmental Disasters

Community resilience is the sustained ability of a community to respond to, withstand, and
recover from disaster events, such as large oil spills.1 Place-based conceptualizations of social
vulnerability emphasize that some people and communities suffer more than others after a
disaster.2 Over several decades, empirical research has clearly shown that disasters are complex
social processes that play out over long periods of time and that multiple factors influence
community resilience and vulnerability.3 Using existing models of disaster risk, vulnerability,
and resilience, we developed a conceptual framework (see Figure 2.1) to organize the findings
and recommendations described in this report.4 This figure is not a model for empirical testing;
instead, it highlights the role of disasters as shocks impacting the nested set of individuals,
communities, policies, and natural and built environments. A combination of community
capacities and chronic stressors (working independently or through interaction) strongly
influences the recovery (or dysfunction) trajectories of individuals and communities over time.

1

Patel et al., 2017.

2

Lee and Blanchard, 2012; Cutter et al., 2008; Oliver-Smith, 1996; Cutter, 1996; Cutter, Boruff, and Shirley, 2003;
Quarantelli, 2005; Tierney, 2006.

3

Gill and Picou, 1998; Cope et al., 2013; Quarantelli, 1989; Perry and Quarantelli, 2005.

4

Cutter et al., 2008; Cutter, 1996; Chandra et al., 2011; Chandra et al., 2018; Picou, Marshall, and Gill, 2004;
Hobfoll, 1989; Hobfoll, 1988; Norris et al., 2008; Wisner et al., 2004; Carney, 1998.
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Figure 2.1. Conceptual Framework of Community Resilience and Vulnerability to Environmental
Disasters

A key theme from prior research is that environmental contamination, such as an oil spill
disaster, results in collective and individual stress for all communities.5 How people weather and
adapt to repeated exposure to stress depends on an array of psychological, sociodemographic,
economic, physical, and other variables. Disaster impacts might be amplified by such chronic
stressors as social disparities, economic stagnation, already deteriorated environments, and civil
disenfranchisement. These stressors reflect community allostatic load, otherwise known as the
“wear and tear” of repeated exposure to adversity.6 Because Gulf Coast communities are heavily
reliant on the oil and gas, fishing, and tourism industries, main sources of stress were resource
loss, threat of resource loss, and failure to gain resources following investment.7 Accordingly,
such communities as fishers, which have high levels of economic, social, and cultural attachment
to threatened, damaged, and depleted resources, are particularly vulnerable to increased stress
because of the risk to their livelihoods.
Shock impacts may be buffered by adaptive capacities. Adaptive capacities can be grouped
into four major categories.8 Economic development is the volume, diversity, and distribution of
economic resources in a community (i.e., those with more economic resources, a more diverse
5

Hallman and Wandersman, 1992.

6

Chandra et al., 2018.

7

Hobfoll, 1989; Hobfoll, 1988.

8

Norris et al., 2008.

7

economic base, and a more equitable distribution of economic resources will be more resilient).
Social capital is the existence of social support, social network embeddedness, organizational
linkages, and community attachment (i.e., those with higher levels of social support, greater
network embeddedness, more linkages between organizations, and greater community
attachment will be more resilient). Information and communication refers to accurate and timely
information being available from trusted sources during a disaster. Finally, collective
decisionmaking is the ability of community members to engage collaboratively to make
decisions and act according to the outcome of those decisions.
The result of a shock is usually a mix of recovery and dysfunction—for example, a
community’s economy might recover quickly, but its members might continue to struggle with
long-term mental health challenges. This combination of recovery and dysfunction influences
adaptive capacities and stressors and creates the context for response to future stressful events.
Stressful events originating from outside the community also influence the relationships between
factors inside the community, making some stronger and others weaker than they otherwise
would be. For example, people usually depend on their family and friends to support their wellbeing, but when disaster strikes, those relationships may become especially important, even if
only temporarily. We use feedback loops to capture this dynamic and to show how recovery and
dysfunction can feed into community capacities and chronic stressors.

8

3. Mental Health Distress Associated with the Deepwater Horizon
Oil Spill

Key Findings
Evidence for mental health distress associated with the DWH oil spill is mixed, with a lack of
baseline data and prospective studies limiting the potential conclusions that can be made about
causal linkages between the oil spill and mental health symptoms. Researchers usually study
people’s mental health only after disaster strikes. However, to really understand which impacts
were caused by the disaster, researchers must know how people were doing before the spill and
monitor them over time to rule out competing explanations. Other methodological limitations
arise from the practical challenge of collecting data in a disaster context, where comprehensive
measures of diverse factors are simply not appropriate.
The findings reported, however, are still informative. Interestingly, even years after the spill,
Gulf Coast residents report experiencing mental health distress that they associate with DWH,
with the nature and strength of the reports differing across social groups. Studies used diverse
research designs (cross-sectional and longitudinal), sampling strategies (from small purposive
samples to very large population-based samples), sample types (clinical and nonclinical
participants), and geographic areas (specific to one or a few Gulf States and regionwide). The
key findings reported in these studies are summarized in Table 3.1; more details are provided in
the following sections of this chapter.
Table 3.1. Key Findings from Research on Mental Health
Overall impacts

Diverse studies provide mixed evidence for short- and long-term mental health distress
(depression, anxiety, and posttraumatic stress) associated with the DWH oil spill.

Chronic stressors

Life disruption (particularly income loss), prior trauma, and various sociodemographic
characteristics are important drivers of negative mental health symptoms.

Adaptive capacities Higher levels of social capital—particularly social support, sense of community, and
perceived resiliency—have a protective impact against spill-related stress in most cases,
except for groups with high attachment to damaged resources (e.g., fishing households).
Varying recovery
and dysfunction

Some social groups reported experiencing more distress than others, in part because of
differing levels and types of prior trauma, disruption from the oil spill, or available support.

9

Extent and Nature of Mental Health Distress Associated with the
Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill
Assessments of the mental health of Gulf Coast communities have demonstrated mixed
findings regarding psychological disruption following the DWH oil spill. Results across a range
of sample sizes and types, locations, and time frames suggest that the oil spill was associated
with increased reports of symptoms consistent with depression,1 anxiety,2 and posttraumatic
stress.3 However, two large, population-based surveys (conducted by the Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention) in the
Gulf Coast region suggested only modest or minimal changes in behavioral health before versus
after the oil spill at the aggregate level.4 As is typical of most disaster studies, planned pre-post
designs were impossible, so causal mechanisms cannot be examined in these studies. In short,
although important information was obtained about patterns of mental health symptoms in the
months and years after the oil spill, none of the studies were prospective, and the findings might
have multiple alternative plausible explanations (e.g., the comparison and exposed samples are
different; other experiences may have affected the mental health of participants in the two
groups).
In the months immediately after the spill, a Community Assessment for Public Health
Emergency Response (CASPER) of residents in coastal Alabama and Mississippi found that
about 15–24 percent of respondents reported depressive symptoms and 21–35 percent reported
symptoms consistent with an anxiety disorder.5 Overall, the CASPER respondents reported a
higher proportion of negative quality-of-life indicators and social context outcomes compared
with estimates from recent Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) surveys
(national telephone surveys conducted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention). In
2011, about 9–15 percent of respondents reported depressive symptoms and about 13–20 percent
reported symptoms consistent with anxiety—these proportions were still higher than those in the
BRFSS surveys, but lower than those in the 2010 CASPERs.6 The Gulf State Population Survey

1

Buttke, Vagi, Bayleyegn, et al., 2012; Buttke, Vagi, Schnall, et al., 2012; Cherry et al., 2015; Drescher,
Schulenberg, and Smith, 2014; Fan et al., 2015; Grattan et al., 2011; Morris et al., 2013; Osofsky, Hansel, et al.,
2015; Rung et al., 2016; Ramchand et al., 2019; Kwok, Mcgrath, et al., 2017; Gaston et al., 2017.
2

Buttke, Vagi, Bayleyegn, et al., 2012; Buttke, Vagi, Schnall, et al., 2012; Cherry et al., 2015; Drescher,
Schulenberg, and Smith, 2014; Grattan et al., 2011; Morris et al., 2013; Ramchand et al., 2019; Kwok, McGrath, et
al., 2017.
3

Gill, Picou, and Ritchie, 2012; Gill et al., 2014; Cherry et al., 2015; Drescher, Schulenberg, and Smith, 2014;
Kwok, McGrath, et al., 2017; Aiena et al., 2016; Osofsky, Hansel, et al., 2015; Osofsky, Osofsky, and Hansel, 2011.
4

Gould et al., 2015.

5

Buttke, Vagi, Bayleyegn, et al., 2012.

6

Buttke, Vagi, Schnall, et al., 2012.
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found similar levels of mental health symptoms reported in a representative survey of 38,361
residents conducted from 2010 to 2011 in four Gulf States.7
Subsequent studies reported psychological distress several years after the DHW oil spill, but
evidence for an association between the distress and the oil spill is mixed and, as above, baseline
data are lacking, so a causal explanation cannot be determined. The Women and Their Children’s
Health (WaTCH) study8—a telephone survey conducted from 2012 to 2014 with a populationbased sample of 2,842 women living in southern coastal Louisiana—found that more than 28
percent of the sample reported symptoms of depression. The WaTCH study also found that 13
percent of the sample reported severe mental distress, 16 percent reported an increase in the
number of partner fights, and 11 percent reported an increase in the intensity of partner fights.
How the rates of symptoms in the WaTCH sample compare with rates in this population of
women (i.e., those with children living in the Gulf region) is unknown. In 2016, the Survey of
Trauma, Resilience, and Opportunity in Neighborhoods in the Gulf (STRONG) provided
prevalence estimates for various mental and behavioral outcomes from a populationrepresentative sample of 2,520 coastal residents in Texas, Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi, and
Florida.9 Even six years after the DWH oil spill, that study reported that resource loss attributed
to the oil spill was statistically significantly associated with positive screens for depression and
anxiety. Around 16 percent of residents screened positive for depression, 20 percent for anxiety,
and 27 percent for alcohol misuse; less than 20 percent reported access to mental health care.
Mental and behavioral health outcomes for specific groups within the sample are presented in
Table 3.2. The reference category is the category with which the other categories are compared.
For instance, compared with Texas as the reference category, the percentage of respondents
screening positive for depression is statistically significantly higher in Mississippi.
Table 3.2. Mental and Behavioral Health Among Residents in the Gulf Coast Region
Depression Screen
(% SE)

Anxiety Screen
(% SE)

Alcohol Misuse Screen
(% SE)

16.2 (1.5)

19.9 (1.6)

27.3 (1.7)

Louisiana

18.1 (2.4)

25.2 (3.0)

35.9 (3.4)a

Texas (reference)

12.0 (2.1)

16.5 (2.6)

26.8 (3.2)

Mississippi

a

20.3 (2.9)

24.1 (3.3)

24.7 (3.0)

Alabama

13.4 (2.4)

20.2 (2.9)

24.9 (3.0)

Florida

19.4 (2.9)

22.5 (3.1)

26.5 (3.1)

Total

a

Sex

7

Fan et al., 2015.

8

Rung et al., 2016.

9

Ramchand et al., 2019.
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Depression Screen
(% SE)

Anxiety Screen
(% SE)

Alcohol Misuse Screen
(% SE)

Male (reference)

17.3 (2.3)

15.6 (2.2)

31.9 (2.7)

Female

15.2 (1.9)

24.0 (2.4)a

22.8 (2.1)a

18–34

14.3 (2.9)

19.3 (3.3)

33.2 (3.9)

35–64 (reference)

18.6 (2.3)

23.3 (2.4)

26.7 (2.4)

65+

13.3 (2.3)

12.9 (2.2)a

20.5 (2.4)

Hispanic

14.8 (3.5)

22.1 (4.3)

27.2 (4.4)

White (reference)

16.5 (2.0)

18.8 (2.0)

30.0 (2.2)

Black

18.2 (3.0)

23.5 (3.9)

19.0 (3.6)a

Other

12.6 (7.0)

12.7 (7.0)

22.1 (9.2)

19.6 (8.4)

27.5 (9.0)

37.6 (9.0)

16.1 (1.5)

19.7 (1.7)

27.4 (1.8)

Oil and gas

12.9 (2.7)

18.3 (3.4)

34.6 (4.5)

Fishing or seafood

a

23.1 (4.7)

19.8 (3.8)

28.5 (6.1)

Tourism

17.5 (4.0)

19.7 (4.4)

27.5 (4.8)

No (reference)

24.3 (5.2)

30.7 (5.3)

23.8 (4.5)

Yes

14.9 (1.5)

18.1 (1.6)

27.8 (1.9)

Age

Race/ethnicity

Sexual identity
LGB (lesbian, gay, and bisexual)
Non-LGB (reference)
Industry at the time of the DWH oil spill

b

In region at the time of the DWH oil spill
a

a

SOURCE: Ramchand et al., 2019, p. 893.
NOTE: SE = standard error.
a
Statistically significant difference with reference category, indicated by 95-percent confidence intervals that do
not contain the null value (1.00).
b
Reference for industry at the time of the DWH oil spill is not participating in any of the industries.

Predictors of Mental Health Distress
Both direct and indirect exposure to the DWH disaster seem to drive reports of negative
mental health symptoms.10 Broadly, people reporting greater disruption in their lives, work,
family, and social engagements were found to have worse mental health.11 For instance, a study
of a sample of adult clients in mental health agencies in coastal Mississippi in 2011 found higher
levels of psychological distress (depression, anxiety, stress, and posttraumatic stress disorder)
among adults reporting that the DWH spill affected their finances, social relationships, or

10

Gill, Picou, and Ritchie, 2012; Gill et al., 2014; Fan et al., 2015.

11

Gill, Picou, and Ritchie, 2012; Gill et al., 2014; Osofsky, Osofsky, and Hansel, 2011.

12

physical health.12 A study with a purposive sample from coastal communities in Alabama
suggested that suicide proneness was more likely among residents who lacked resources,
experienced distress, and coped by avoidance.13 Other literature points to the emotional stress
related to the oil spill as a possible cause of increased physical health risk (e.g., heart attacks).14
Some studies suggest that the strongest predictor of anxiety and depression was reported income
loss related to the oil spill.15 A study of residents in coastal Alabama and Florida found that,
compared with people with stable incomes, people reporting spill-related income loss had
statistically significantly worse scores on anxiety, depression, and other behavioral health
measures. They also were less resilient and more likely to use behavioral disengagement as a
coping strategy.16
In several studies, prior trauma has been identified as an important predictor for behavioral
health problems associated with DWH.17 For instance, prior exposure to loss from hurricanes,
such as Hurricane Katrina, predicted increased symptoms of oil spill distress.18 Another recent
study found that individuals with more-traumatic experiences (such as being in a bad car
accident) in their history had a statistically significant higher risk for behavioral health problems
(e.g., depression, anxiety, alcohol use) after controlling for demographic factors and DWH
exposure.19 After controlling for other trauma in this study, there was no evidence of an
association between mental health problems and DWH exposure.20
Negative mental health impacts associated with the DHW oil spill were related to other
characteristics of individuals and communities. Particularly vulnerable groups included
children,21 women,22 people with less wealth,23 people who were unemployed or with lower
income,24 and minorities.25 Other vulnerable groups included people with lower self-perceived
12

Drescher, Schulenberg, and Smith, 2014.

13

Bell, Langhinrichsen-Rohling, and Selwyn, 2020.

14

Strelitz et al., 2018.

15

Morris et al., 2013; Rung et al., 2016.

16

Grattan et al., 2011.

17

Osofsky, Osofsky, and Hansel, 2011; Sandifer et al., 2017; Sandifer and Walker, 2018; Goldmann and Galea,
2014; Neria, Nandi, and Galea, 2008; Osofsky, Osofsky, Weems, et al., 2014; Hansel et al., 2015; King et al., 2015;
Ayer et al., 2019; Rung et al., 2015.
18

Cherry et al., 2015; Osofsky, Hansel, et al., 2015; Osofsky, Osofsky, and Hansel, 2011.

19

Ayer et al., 2019.

20

Ayer et al., 2019.

21

Fan et al., 2015; Gould et al., 2015; Hansel et al., 2015; King et al., 2015.

22

Cope et al., 2013; Fan et al., 2015; Rung et al., 2016; Ramchand et al., 2019; Harville et al., 2018.

23

Cope et al., 2013; Cherry et al., 2015; Hansel et al., 2015.

24

Cope et al., 2013.

25

Cope et al., 2013; Patel et al., 2018; Ngo et al., 2014; Austin et al., 2014.
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resiliency and lower perceived meaning in life;26 people with low religiosity living in highly
religious areas;27 and lower levels of social capital, including social support and sense of
community.28 One study suggested that once social support and cognitive social capital (shared
understanding) were accounted for, disaster-related economic exposure is no longer associated
with such mental health outcomes as depression.29 Another study highlighted commercial fishers
as particularly at risk for depression symptoms, consistent with the stress of losing multiple types
of resources (e.g., job security, social networks, money, boat, self-esteem); these detrimental
impacts were not related only to the DWH oil spill, but also the 2005 hurricane season.30
Structural equation analyses of survey data from coastal Mississippi survivors of 2005’s
Hurricane Katrina and the 2010 DWH oil spill showed an indirect relationship between
posttraumatic growth (positive changes during or after adversity that lead to better psychological
well-being) and depressive symptoms through loneliness; social capital was directly related to
posttraumatic growth but related to loneliness only indirectly through posttraumatic growth.31
Analyses of data from a large population-based study—the National Institute of
Environmental Health Sciences Gulf Long-Term Follow-Up Study—suggest that oil spill
response and clean-up workers with high amounts of total hydrocarbon exposure or potentially
stressful jobs following the DWH oil spill had an increased prevalence of depression and
posttraumatic stress.32 Other analyses suggest that physical health symptoms contribute to cleanup workers’ risk for mental health symptoms (posttraumatic stress, major depression, and
generalized anxiety disorder) but that longer duration of clean-up work and higher work-related
oil exposure were associated with higher household income, which in turn was associated with
lower anxiety and depression.33 Of the clean-up workers who reported accessing mental health
services, 8.2 percent reported using counseling and 9.2 percent reported using medication.34
The above studies highlight a critical finding—that there is the potential for different
experiences across social groups in environmental disaster contexts, likely because there are
complex relationships between individual and community characteristics and their impacts on
mental health. For instance, analyses of the STRONG data showed an inverse relationship
between social support and positive screens for depression for most Gulf Coast residents, but
among those with ties to the fishing industry, greater social support was associated with a higher
26

Aiena et al., 2016; Osofsky, Osofsky, et al., 2015; Shenesey and Langhinichsen-Rohling, 2015.

27

Cherry et al., 2015.

28

Cope et al., 2013; Cherry et al., 2015; Rung et al., 2015; Rung et al., 2017; Cherry et al., 2016.

29

Rung et al., 2017.

30

Cherry et al., 2015.

31

Lee et al., 2019.

32

Kwok, McGrath, et al., 2017.

33

Lowe et al., 2016.

34

Lowe et al., 2015.
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probability of screening positive for depression.35 In another report based on analyses of the
STRONG data, researchers found that living in a highly religious area might magnify behavioral
health problems, such as problem drinking, among disaster-affected individuals for whom
religion is not very salient.36 In this case, we speculate that the distribution of social resources
was uneven across religious and nonreligious individuals. These studies hint at important
mechanisms that could contribute to the vulnerability of some individuals, but further empirical
research is needed to quantify impacts and the role of specific factors in determining outcomes.

Limitations
Several methodological challenges limit the conclusions that can be drawn from the findings
reported above. First, as is typical of most research on the human dimensions of disasters, the
above-cited research is limited in its ability to identify causal relationships. In particular,
longitudinal designs are rare and predisaster baseline data are lacking. There is also limited
access to important contextual variables. Such limitations derive, in large part, from the reactive
approach, which collects data only after a disaster happens, rather than using baseline data and
prospective designs.37 Second, to reduce demands on (already stressed) survey participants, to
meet slim research budgets, or to collect data in a timely manner, assessments of mental health
symptoms or disaster-related stressors typically are not comprehensive.38 Instead, researchers
tend to rely on short-form or screener assessments. Third, different studies use different sampling
and measurement strategies.39 For instance, depression or anxiety may be measured with a twoitem screening instrument or a longer, more-comprehensive set of items on a questionnaire. In
addition, studies often fail to include people who leave a disaster-affected region (e.g., to find
employment elsewhere), making it hard to capture the full impact of an event. Different
measurement and sampling approaches often reflect different research questions, but also might
reflect the distributed, and often disconnected, efforts of diverse research teams. Research
societies and funders could encourage coordination among efforts (without artificially enforcing
rigid standards), potentially resulting in greater comparability across studies. Finally, previous
research suggests a close relationship between mental and physical health in a disaster context,
but our review excluded studies that primarily examined physical health impacts associated with
the DWH oil spill. Other reports synthesizing research on physical health impacts are available.40
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Parks et al., 2019.

36

Drakeford et al., 2019.

37

Parker et al., 2019.

38

Osofsky, Palinkas, and Galloway, 2010.

39

Galea, Maxwell, and Norris, 2008.

40

Aguilera et al., 2010; Kwok, Engel, et al., 2017; Eklund et al., 2019; Laffon, Pásaro, and Valdiglesias, 2016.
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4. Economic Impacts Associated with the Deepwater Horizon Oil
Spill

Key Findings
Local fishing, oil and gas, and tourism industries experienced substantial damages in the
short term, but economic impacts differed across the Gulf Coast region. In the long term, high
proportions of households reported negative financial experiences associated with the oil spill.
The nature of the economic impacts of the DWH oil spill have been documented in about ten
papers and reports over the past ten years. Identifying causal effects from these studies is
difficult, however, because multiple economic or other changes may have occurred at the same
time. In addition, aggregate analyses rely on assumptions about the capacity of individuals and
communities to respond to shocks, potentially under- or overrepresenting resilience in the region.
Key findings are summarized in Table 4.1, and relevant studies are described in more detail in
the rest of this chapter.
Table 4.1. Key Findings from Research on Economic Impacts
Overall
impacts

Economic losses from the DHW oil spill to the commercial fishing, oil and gas, and tourism
industries were limited to the short term. Years after the oil spill, however, high proportions of
households report very negative impacts on their financial situations.

Chronic
stressors

The most-severe economic impacts were reported by poorer households.

Adaptive
capacities

Aggregate analyses by industry showed that unemployment rates were not permanently
affected by the spill.

Varying
recovery and
dysfunction

Economic impacts were highly heterogenous, with a net increase in employment and wages in
some areas (e.g., in Louisiana, partly because of the work needed for spill clean-up) but a
decline in employment and wages in other areas (e.g., Florida).

Extent and Nature of Economic Impacts Associated with the Deepwater
Horizon Oil Spill
Economic impacts of the DWH oil spill were broad and substantial, at least in the relatively
short term. In addition to the damage associated with onshore oiling, there were economic
consequences of the response and recovery, including the temporary ban on fishing and damages
to the region’s reputation as a fishing and tourism destination.1

1

Nadeau et al., 2014; Larkin, Huffaker, and Clouser, 2013.
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Although there is debate about the exact level of economic losses, studies suggest that the
DWH oil spill resulted in substantial damages to commercial fishing,2 the oil and gas industry,3
and tourism.4 For instance, recreation losses alone amounted to between $585 and $661 million,5
depending on the number of factors included in the analysis. These amounts are similar to the
total recovery costs and economic and environmental losses associated with Spain’s 2002
Prestige oil spill.6 Immediately after the DWH oil spill, fishery closures and consumer-related
seafood safety concerns caused considerable economic harm to the region.7 One study conducted
soon after the oil spill predicted that the spill could result in $3.7 billion in revenue losses and
22,000 lost jobs in commercial fisheries, recreational fisheries, and mariculture over a seven-year
period.8 In contrast to the predictive approach, more-recent analysis, based on observed data of
Gulf blue crab fishing and analyzed using a quasiexperimental difference-in-differences
approach, suggested that there were substantial declines in crab landings in 2010 (see Figures 4.1
and 4.2). The analyses showed that declines were driven largely by the reduction in crabbing
trips. Both trips and landings largely recovered (with no statistically significant differences
between observed and counterfactual counties or parishes affected by the spill) by 2011.9

2

Carroll et al., 2016.

3

U.S. Department of Commerce, 2010.

4

Nadeau et al., 2014; Alvarez et al., 2014; English et al., 2018; Glasgow and Train, 2018; Whitehead et al., 2018.

5

Alvarez et al., 2014; English et al., 2018.

6

Loureiro et al., 2006.

7

Upton, 2011.

8

Sumaila et al., 2012.

9

Fiore, Bond, and Nataraj, 2020.
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Figure 4.1. Gulf Blue Crab Landings
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SOURCE: Fiore, Bond, and Nataraj, 2020, p. 23.
NOTE: This figure depicts monthly commercial blue crab landings in the Gulf States (Alabama, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Texas, west coast of Florida) based on landings data downloaded from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Association Commercial Landings database. DH = Deepwater Horizon.
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Figure 4.2. Louisiana Blue Crab Landings
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SOURCE: Fiore, Bond, and Nataraj, 2020, p. 24.
NOTE: This figure depicts annual commercial blue crab landings in Louisiana based on data provided by the
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries. DH = Deepwater Horizon.
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Economic impacts were highly heterogenous.10 By region, parishes in Louisiana with oilintensive economies, as well as coastal counties in Alabama, experienced a net increase in
overall employment and wages in 2010, likely because they received resources for cleaning up
the spill. In contrast, Florida counties outside the Florida Panhandle reported a decline in
employment, while coastal counties in Texas, Mississippi, and the Florida Panhandle did not
exhibit any changes in overall employment.11 Impacts of the oil spill also varied across and
within industry, affecting fishing, tourism, and oil industries to different extents and in different
ways.12 For example, the overall impact of the oil spill on the fishing industry was negative, but
the extent varied by subsector, with harvesting, dealing, processing, distributing, market, and
restaurants each being affected in different magnitudes.13
Furthermore, economic impacts varied by layer of analysis; impacts on individuals and
communities could differ from the impacts on the industries on which they relied.14 For instance,
even though many deep-water rigs in the Gulf of Mexico were not producing during the
moratorium, drilling contractors, rig operators, and well servicing firms mostly retained their
highly skilled employees, at least initially. Although oil production stopped, impacts on jobs
related to drilling operations were limited.15
In striking contrast to the findings reported from aggregate, macroeconomic analyses,
surveys at the individual or household level found that respondents self-reported notable
economic impacts associated with the DWH oil spill. In the months after the spill, about 20 to 36
percent of coastal households in Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama reported that their income
had decreased as a result of the oil spill, with about 8 percent of households reporting losing a
job.16 Poorer residents (those earning less than $25,000 in annual household income) were more
likely to report having lost income than those earning more.17 Initial income losses did not seem
to be offset by cash or gift cards from BP. According to 2010’s Coastal Population Impact Study,
only about 5 percent of coastal residents reported receiving any cash or gift cards from BP,
although more than 15 percent believed that they might have been eligible for compensation for
health consequences of the spill.18 Individuals who were able to offset initial acute economic
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Austin et al., 2014.

11

Aldy, 2014.
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Nadeau et al., 2014; Carroll et al., 2016.
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Carroll et al., 2016.
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Nadeau et al., 2014; Carroll et al., 2016; Aldy, 2014.
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U.S. Department of Commerce, 2010.
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Buttke, Vagi, Bayleyegn, et al., 2012; Abramson et al., 2010.
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Abramson et al., 2010.
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Abramson et al., 2010.
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losses by large-sum BP payments (e.g., for clean-up activities including BP’s Vessels of
Opportunity [VoO] program) likely experienced more-modest mental health impacts.19
Reports of negative economic impacts from surveys of households continued in subsequent
years. In 2011, coastal Alabama residents reported experiencing “very negative” (33 percent) or
“somewhat negative” (40 percent) economic impacts.20 From 2012 to 2014, the WaTCH survey
found that 38 percent of households reported experiencing a “negative or somewhat negative”
impact on their financial situation; 25 percent reported that they lost income at a business
because of the oil spill.21 In a 2017 survey of three Gulf communities—Port Sulphur, Louisiana;
Galliano, Louisiana; and Bayou La Batre, Alabama—more than 22 percent of respondents
reported losing their job after the oil spill.22
Although economic losses are restricted to the short term at the macroeconomic scale of
industry, this does not preclude long-term individual impacts for those in that industry or outside
it. Indeed, there is no guarantee from the industry-scale secondary data that the individuals that
composed the fishing industry in the pre-spill period are the same as those operating in the postspill period.

Limitations
There are several methodological limitations associated with the studies cited here. First, it
can be difficult to identify the causal impact of the oil spill on economic outcomes. Although
both pre-spill and post-spill data exist for many economic indicators, including fisheries
landings, employment, and wages, it is not clear that all changes observed between the pre-spill
and post-spill periods were caused by the spill, as many other economic changes occurred at the
same time. Some of the studies described above aim to address this challenge by identifying
appropriate counterfactuals for economic outcomes in the Gulf—other areas that would have
exhibited the same pattern as the Gulf in the absence of the spill.23 However, it is possible that
these counterfactuals were themselves affected by events in coastal Gulf areas or that they
experienced other changes that affected their economic outcomes.
Second, some estimates of potential damages (e.g., Sumaila et al., 2012) were developed
soon after the spill and relied on several assumptions about how the impacts of the spill would
affect both biology and markets. These estimates typically rely on ex ante models (which are
based on predictions of future outcomes) as opposed to ex post models (which are based on
observed data after the event) and often involve restrictive assumptions about the capacity of
19

Shultz et al., 2015.
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Gill et al., 2014.
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Peres et al., 2016.
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Patel et al., 2018.
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English et al., 2018; Whitehead et al., 2018.
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individuals and communities to respond to shocks. This may underrepresent the resilience of the
region because the ways in which consumers or industries change their behavior are not
explicitly modeled. Alternatively, the economic analyses might have overrepresented the
resilience of the region because the aggregate approach does not preclude long-term, micro-level,
individual impacts for those within or outside an industry, such as fishing. As noted above, the
individuals operating in the fishing industry might not be the same in the pre-spill and post-spill
periods. Finally, the estimates of recreational damages from the spill are based on modeling
individuals’ choices of which sites to visit, which relies on a variety of assumptions about
individuals’ trade-offs between site amenities and travel costs.24
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Alvarez et al., 2014; English et al., 2018.
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5. Community Distress Associated with the Deepwater Horizon
Oil Spill

Key Findings
Studies suggest severe disruption to Gulf Coast residents in some social contexts, including
increased hostilities and weakened networks associated with the DWH oil spill. Different
experiences of loss and recovery were reported by different groups, with fishing households
reporting the most disruption. Evidence for community distress comes from about 20 studies that
include community-based participatory methods, random sampling, qualitative and quantitative
analyses, and a focus on immediate and longer-term impacts in various coastal locations. A
challenge in interpreting the findings relates to the many potential ways of defining community.
In addition, the role of some community characteristics in adaptation processes might change
over time, but the longitudinal data needed to assess trajectories typically are not available. Key
findings from the research are summarized in Table 5.1, and more details about these studies are
provided in the text below.
Table 5.1. Key Findings from Research on Community Distress
Overall impacts

Conditions following the DWH oil spill are consistent with an environment that would
negatively impact community well-being by reducing trust in authorities, weakening social
networks, increasing perceptions of inequitable distribution of post-spill resources, and
increasing domestic violence.

Chronic stressors

Substantial portions of coastal households (e.g., nearly 38 percent of an Alabama sample)
were involved directly or indirectly in some type of claims, settlement, or litigation activity
associated with the DWH oil spill. Uncertainty over the extent of oil spill impacts, competing
narratives of responsibility and blame, protracted litigation or compensation processes, and
perceptions of injustice related to these factors are chronic stressors.

Adaptive capacities Communities are variably positioned in terms of vulnerability (e.g., fishing dependence) and
resilience (e.g., social capital and community attachment).
Varying recovery
and dysfunction

Different groups demonstrate different experiences of loss and recovery. Fishing households
in particular report high levels of DWH-related disruption of social routines.

Extent and Nature of Community Distress Associated with the Deepwater
Horizon Oil Spill
Gulf Coast communities are often close-knit and well connected, which usually creates good
sources of support in difficult times. However, community conditions associated with BP’s
management of the clean-up and compensation processes following the DWH oil spill were
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typical of an environment that is likely to increase social conflict and reduce social support.1 The
spill was associated with reports of an erosion of trust in authorities, disrupted social ties,
perceived increased social inequities, and increased domestic violence. A 2013 telephone survey
of 1,216 coastal Alabama residents found that almost 23 percent of the sample were personally
involved with some type of claims, settlement, or litigation activity associated with the DWH oil
spill.2 In addition, nearly 16 percent indicated that someone else in their household was part of
DWH-related settlement or legal activities. Nearly 65 percent of those surveyed indicated that
the compensation issues had been as distressing as the oil spill itself. Analyses showed that being
part of the compensation process was one of the strongest contributors to intrusive stress among
coastal residents.
Research on the compensation process following the DWH oil spill suggests that the process
for distributing claims was perceived by residents to be random and to lack transparency,
resulting in negative social comparisons and competition.3 Despite substantial and fairly prompt
economic aid, compensation programs enacted by BP, the Gulf Coast Claims Facility, and then
the Deepwater Horizon Economic Claims Center have been viewed as problematic because these
organizations use different definitions of compensable loss and there is perceived subjectivity in
the procedures.4 Focus groups and interviews conducted 20 months after the spill revealed that
the programs were associated with resentment among residents, who “began bickering and
fighting about money” and consequently limited their social interactions.5
Similarly, BP’s VoO program, which made about $594 million in payments to existing
fishing and commercial crews to support clean-up activities,6 was perceived as arbitrarily
employing recreational boats rather than out-of-work fishing vessels.7 Many fishermen were able
to leverage their expertise to participate in VoO, but the program was not suitable for others, who
did not have the necessary resources (e.g., an idle boat).8 Environments in which residents
become pitted against one another have been called corrosive communities.9 This environment is
more common following technological disasters, such as oil spills, than after disasters considered
to be beyond human control (e.g., hurricanes), especially when response efforts by the
responsible parties provoke confusion and frustration rather than alleviate suffering.
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An additional signal of community distress is indicated in evidence that the DWH oil spill
was associated with an increase in reports of domestic violence.10 In the WaTCH study, nearly
16 percent of the sample reported an increase in the number of fights with their partner since the
oil spill and 11 percent reported an increase in the intensity of fights.11 Likewise, among partners
of clean-up workers, the prevalence of an increased number of partner fights was 33 percent,
which was associated with both economic and physical exposure (after controlling for other
correlated variables).12 Analysis showed that the detrimental impact of economic exposure on
mental health symptoms, such as depression, could be explained almost entirely by economic
exposure’s detrimental impact on social resources (e.g., counting on family or friends for
everyday favors).13
The community distress related to the DWH oil spill has been experienced unevenly by
different groups. In particular, those relying more heavily on natural resources to earn their
livelihood have been shown to be more vulnerable.14 Evidence from the Community Oil Spill
Survey (COSS) suggests that households with ties to the oil-gas and fishing-seafood industries
were statistically significantly more likely than others to blame BP and the federal government
for the consequences of the disaster, and to be more distrustful of these entities. Analyses of four
waves of the COSS (conducted from 2010 to 2013) show that the odds of blaming BP and the
federal government for the DWH oil spill held relatively steady over time, while the odds of
blaming the state government increased over time.15 Importantly, individuals’ assessments of the
trustworthiness of various institutional actors are complex and depend on their social
backgrounds, experiences with the oil spill, and trust in information sources.16 Some respondents
in the COSS samples continued to report that their pre-spill routines were disrupted three years
after the DWH oil spill. Disruption of routine behaviors was more likely for individuals with ties
to the fishing industry (both fishing alone and in combination with oil work) than for those
employed in the oil industry, as shown in Figure 5.1.17
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Figure 5.1. Levels of Disruption of Routine by Employment over Time

SOURCE: Parks et al., 2018.

A 2015 telephone survey of coastal residents in Alabama and Florida found that respondents
who reported feeling angry or distressed by the oil spill had increased pro-environmental
changes in their political behaviors, personal routines, and attitudes toward environmental issues
generally and offshore oil drilling specifically.18 One factor that may have helped some coastal
communities relates to involvement in citizen science activities, which increased after the DWH
oil spill.19 Some authors suggest that citizen science enhances public health emergency
preparedness by empowering communities to take collective action, improving system response
capabilities, and generating relevant data to mitigate adverse health impacts.20

Limitations
Several methodological challenges limit the conclusions about community distress that can
be drawn from the findings reported above. Perhaps the most fundamental challenge is deciding
what is meant by community. Individuals and households can possess a sense of community
through attachment to place, connections to others, and integration into local institutions. But
communities are also places characterized by social and economic structures, physical
infrastructure, and environmental conditions. Ultimately, these units of analysis are nested (i.e.,
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individuals and households are nested within communities of place). Although some relevant
measures can be captured with secondary data (e.g., basic population and economic
characteristics), much can be accessed only by labor-intensive primary data collection (e.g.,
individual-level dispositions about community, livelihoods, and environment). Additionally,
understanding adaptive capacity to social disruption requires tracking change over time. Doing
so acknowledges that impacts and adaptation are about trajectories and process. As an
illustration, research has shown that people with greater community attachment held morenegative emotions in the immediate aftermath of the DWH oil spill,21 but they came to have
more-positive emotions than others as time went on.22 Furthermore, longitudinal data and prepost disaster data are unusual, because they are costly, labor-intensive, and, by the very nature of
disasters, difficult to collect.
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6. Recommendations

In this chapter, we return to the following question: What could communities, government
officials, nongovernmental organizations, businesses, and scientists do to build community
resilience to future oil spills? Drawing on the findings from the research reviewed earlier and a
much larger body of work on disaster risk, vulnerability, and resilience, we explore opportunities
and challenges for different stakeholder groups. We describe five recommendations (summarized
in Table 6.1) that surfaced as repeated themes in the literature reviewed and our workshop
discussions. This section focuses primarily on what changes are needed in policy, practice, and
research to help address the negative impacts of large oil spills on communities and to build
community resilience to catastrophic events in the future. Collectively, these recommendations
are consistent with place-based conceptualizations of social vulnerability to disasters and are
intended for implementation before the next large oil spill. The recommendations aim to build
adaptive capacities and mitigate chronic stressors in communities experiencing disasters that
impact the natural resources on which they rely.
Table 6.1. Summary of Recommendations
Stakeholders with a Role in Addressing Each Recommendation

Recommendation

Federal
Government

State
Government

NonLocal
governmental Private
Government Organizations Sector Scientists

1. Focus on the needs of people and their communities.
•

Address acute needs
(e.g., train and place
community health
workers to build local
capacity for disaster
response)

•

•

ü

ü

ü

ü

Ensure ongoing local
support (e.g., provide
sustained resources to
local programs to
address social
disparities)

ü

ü

ü

Identify and support
vulnerable populations
(e.g., ensure that fishers
have access to
alternative livelihoods or
income)

ü

ü

ü
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ü

Stakeholders with a Role in Addressing Each Recommendation

Recommendation

Federal
Government

State
Government

NonLocal
governmental Private
Government Organizations Sector Scientists

2. Address the complexity of the social systems in which disasters are managed.
•

Centralize social
science in systemsbased approaches to
risk management
(e.g., use citizen science
to identify community
assets for emergency
response plans)

ü

•

Ensure that diverse
information can be
integrated by
communities thinking
holistically about their
long-term needs and
goals (e.g., provide
funds to encourage
communities to identify
priority goals and
strategies for achieving
them)

ü

•

Improve claims
processes (e.g., clarify
procedures in
determining payouts
ahead of the next
disaster)

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

3. Enhance partnerships, leveraging diverse sets of skills and strengths.
•

Work with local partners
(e.g., engage residents
in disaster citizen
science)

ü

•

Leverage diverse skills
to build systems-level
capacity (e.g., use
telemedicine to provide
tailored, time-sensitive
mental health care)

ü

•

Integrate diverse
perspectives through
collaborations
(e.g., enhance links
between researchers
and local residents
through formal
arrangements with
community health
workers)

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü
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ü

ü

ü

ü

Stakeholders with a Role in Addressing Each Recommendation

Recommendation

Federal
Government

State
Government

NonLocal
governmental Private
Government Organizations Sector Scientists

4. Connect the past, present, and future contexts to support disaster recovery efforts
•

Examine extant policies
and practices for ways
to reduce vulnerabilities
and increase resilience
(e.g., identify potential
hazardous waste
disposal sites before the
next disaster to
distribute risk across
sociodemographic
groups)

ü

ü

ü

•

Improve adaptive
capacity through
preparedness and
diversification (e.g.,
provide guidance to
households about how
to prepare for the
mental, economic, and
social distress
associated with an oil
spill)

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

5. Deepen and communicate the evidence base for building community resilience
•

Partner with
communities through
participatory research
approaches
(e.g., partner with local
organizations to design
surveys and collect
information)

ü

•

Use prospective
research designs,
collect baseline data,
and broaden the
definition of exposure
(e.g., include more
social scientists on
boards responsible for
distributing research
funds)

ü

•

Facilitate data sharing
and access
(e.g., coordinate
research groups to
avoid participant fatigue)

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü
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ü

Recommendation 1: Focus on the Needs of People and Their Communities
Public policies and practices around disaster planning, response, and recovery have
disproportionately focused on biophysical issues (e.g., offsetting the risk of an oil spill with
dispersants or engineered solutions). Despite the dominant role of place-based social attributes in
determining disaster outcomes being well known to social scientists, people and their
communities still tend not to be a central consideration in government approaches to dealing with
disasters.1 The small, but growing, body of empirical work on the human dimensions of the
DWH oil spill demonstrates mixed evidence for mental health, economic, and community
distress among residents along the northern Gulf Coast. The research points to multiple factors
that affect people’s vulnerability and resilience and highlights how different groups report
different disaster experiences, even if they were not in physical contact with the oil. Therefore,
the first recommendation focuses on ensuring that the needs of all local residents and their
communities are understood and met, as needed, across the disaster life cycle.
Address Acute Needs
Government agencies at all levels (federal, state, and local) and nongovernment
organizations play a primary role in addressing the acute needs of people and their communities.
In the short term, resources are needed to address acute mental health symptoms, economic
uncertainty and instability, and the interpersonal and community conflict that wears down social
support networks. Two efforts have been made in this direction. First, the Resources and
Ecosystems Sustainability, Tourist Opportunities, and Revived Economies of the Gulf Coast
States Act (RESTORE Act), which was passed in 2012, established a Gulf Coast Restoration
Trust Fund consisting of 80 percent of all administrative and civil penalties paid by the
responsible parties for the oil spill. Second, the Gulf Region Health Outreach Program (GRHOP)
was established with a portion of the medical claims settlement paid by BP to strengthen health
care in Gulf Coast communities. One effort supported by GRHOP involved training community
health workers and building local community capacity for future disaster responses. The extent
to which these types of interventions are effective in improving the recovery processes for
diverse local stakeholders requires in-depth evaluation.
Ensure Ongoing Local Support
In the medium to long term, support resources need to be sustained to address the chronic
stress that individuals report experiencing and to strengthen various capacities in communities.
Specifically, resources are needed to provide ongoing behavioral health services, especially for
the most vulnerable members of the Gulf Coast population.2 Local government, nongovernment
1
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organizations, and the private sector are best positioned to provide such ongoing support. For
instance, community health clinics, federally qualified community health care centers, and other
providers in underserved areas know the types of behavioral health services their local residents
need. They also know the exact nature and amount of resources required to provide these
services appropriately. Other community nonprofits similarly know the long-term livelihood and
social challenges being faced by individuals who are heavily dependent on natural resources
when those resources are lost or threatened. Therefore, community development efforts should
aim to sustain support for organizations working to enhance such attributes as community
attachment to buffer against disaster impacts. Providing ongoing resources and guidance to local
programs and smaller governing bodies before the next disaster occurs could help address social
disparities and buffer against the breakdown of social support systems in times of intense stress.
Identify and Support Vulnerable Populations
More businesses, planners, resource managers, and elected officials need to recognize that
some people are more likely than others to be affected with negative disaster outcomes and longterm consequences. In particular, in the context of environmental contamination, attention needs
to be focused on the health, economic, and social needs of people, such as fishers, who have
close ties to natural resources. In the event that individuals need to access programs that provide
livelihood substitutions, the programs must be designed so that they are accessible even for
community members with the most-limited resources. Other vulnerable groups identified in the
research described in previous chapters include children, women, minorities, and those with less
resources or less social support. One mechanism for this increased vulnerability relates to higher
levels of stress or allostatic load.3 Stakeholders with a primary role to play in implementing this
recommendation include local government agencies, nongovernment organizations, and the
private sector, with scientists supporting evidence-based decisions through their empirical work.

Recommendation 2: Address the Complexity of the Social Systems in
Which Disasters Are Managed
The second recommendation is to address the complexity of the social systems in which
disasters are managed. Although physical and natural scientists play a critical role in providing
important technical information and insights, government is primarily responsible for leading
response efforts, and public engagement is essential for the success of those efforts. However,
public distrust in science, government, and private industry poses a barrier to effective
engagement and risk communication.4 The social, institutional, and political context is thus
fundamental to the success of the work of resource managers and disaster responders. Failing to
3
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understand and address these contextual factors can severely limit response and recovery for
impacted communities. Risk management needs to be informed by social science that addresses
the causes and consequences of disasters within these complex social systems.5
Centralize Social Science in Systems-Based Approaches to Risk Management
With the overarching role of guiding and coordinating efforts, the federal government
(supported by scientific theory and empirical results) plays a primary role in ensuring that risk
management considers the complex system in which disaster events occur and that social science
is used to inform this understanding. Thinking of disasters within the context of social-ecological
systems can help (1) avoid some of the unanticipated consequences that can arise as outputs of
siloed interventions, (2) ensure that interventions address the multiple factors shaping risk, and
(3) improve efficiencies by enhancing coordination.6 For instance, disaster preparation and
response plans that focus on only physical infrastructure (such as ensuring detailed maintenance
protocols for oil rigs) will not address the health, economic, or community needs of impacted
residents over time. A systems-based approach would consider ways in which vulnerability
might be reduced in both physical infrastructure and local communities and how the two might
interact. For instance, using citizen science to identify community assets for emergency response
plans would increase residents’ awareness of available infrastructure and the value of planning in
case of disaster. Sandifer et al., 2017, provides a framework describing how human health,
community environment, and sociodemographic characteristics interact to shape the health and
economic impacts of oil spills. Such effects are not merely the additive result of each of these
characteristics, but are instead the emergent outcome of the interaction among these
characteristics.7 This approach not only addresses physical or natural losses but also encourages
investments in health, local economics, civic engagement, social ties, and functioning social
services. This approach also recognizes that spill-related impacts and perceived impacts go far
beyond the vicinity of the physically contaminated zone, affecting social and economic systems
more broadly. Designing recovery efforts in a way that maintains and improves the well-being of
impacted communities can help groups with few livelihood alternatives (e.g., fishers may not
have the skills needed for oil and gas jobs that require the use of specific software)8 and others
(e.g., undocumented immigrants) who might be afraid to seek assistance.9
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Improve Claims Processes
A unique aspect of technological disasters is that they are inevitably associated with complex
litigation and compensation processes. Given that future technological disasters are inevitable,
more-effective and -efficient forms of relief and restitution need to be developed.10 This effort
needs to be led by the federal government in partnership with the private sector and informed by
health and social science that identifies the sources of—and methods for reducing—stress. The
DWH claims process has been a clear secondary trauma for communities; the claims process
became a new set of stressors, exacerbating the initial trauma and preexisting social disparities.11
New relationships (e.g., dependence on government or a private actor for financial support), lack
of clarity about the claims procedures, uncertainty about whether relief and restitution will result,
and perceived ambiguity in decision processes or inequities in payout distributions, can lead to
stress and community dysfunction. Social science is essential for assessing and addressing these
stressors. Claims processes need to be improved in ways that reduce community infighting and
allow people in the damaged areas more control over the recovery efforts. Particularly in
communities that are heavily dependent on renewable resources, interventions that ameliorate
resource disruption and build community connection could help promote resilience in a disaster
context.12

Recommendation 3: Enhance Partnerships, Leveraging Diverse Sets of
Skills and Strengths
The third recommendation is consistent with the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s
“whole of community” approach to disaster risk management, which underscores that everyone
has a role in addressing disaster risk.13
Work with Local Partners
Interventions aimed at mitigating oil spill impacts must reflect people’s unique place-based
configuration of risk and resilience and be tailored to their local context.14 In particular, efforts
aimed at building community resilience (from planning to response and recovery) by government
(at all levels), the private sector, and scientists must meaningfully incorporate and support local
partners. The private sector in particular needs to establish strong, sustained local partnerships in
advance of a crisis event so that local context is well understood and trusted relationships can be
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leveraged during difficult times. However, establishing partnerships between local and nonlocal
groups might be challenging because of differences in groups’ cultures, goals, and priorities.15
Local government agencies and nongovernment organizations are particularly crucial partners
because they have knowledge of local values and the expertise and capacity to operate in their
environment.16 However, local groups are sometimes marginalized from the recovery process,
which often favors larger and more-formalized recovery organizations that are aligned with
federal recovery organizational structures.17 In addition, local groups often are overlooked in
disaster planning processes within private organizations. Although local groups tend to be more
agile than nonlocal groups because they operate at a smaller scale, they have more-limited
economies of scale and fewer efficiencies than larger organizations. Accordingly, efforts should
be made by federal agencies and private entities to strike a balance between the benefits that
local organizations provide and their potential costs. Using citizen science during and after a
disaster might be a promising way to enhance sustainable partnerships across disaster phases.18
Leverage Diverse Skills to Build Systems-Level Capacity
Diverse skills are needed to build capacity in systems targeting complex societal risks
because of the multiple, interrelated dimensions of risk assessment, mitigation, and management
processes. When diverse skills are leveraged effectively, there is more chance for enriched
understanding of and solutions to risk management and societal outcomes. For instance, GRHOP
is a partnership created from DWH oil spill settlement funds that aims to improve public health
in the region. GRHOP leveraged the skills of communities, academics, and health providers
through several activities designed to provide a systems-level recovery, by improving health care
access, addressing mental health needs, and training health workers.19 Because of its system
orientation, GRHOP recognized the need to work collaboratively and involve many different
organizations. One example effort aimed at meeting mental health needs after the DWH oil spill
was GRHOP’s Mental and Behavioral Health Capacity Projects. An initial assessment of the
implementation of this project in Louisiana suggests that culturally tailored and time-sensitive
services provided to adults and children onsite and via telemedicine resulted in reductions of
mental health symptoms.20 Stakeholders with a primary role in helping leverage diverse skills to
build systems-level capacity are federal government agencies (e.g., the U.S. Department of
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Health and Human Services) and nonprofit organizations with broad interests or perspectives
across sectors.
Integrate Diverse Perspectives Through Collaborations
To ensure that research and practice are relevant to the needs of diverse members of
communities, collaborative approaches are important for ensuring that diverse perspectives are
recognized, understood, and addressed. All stakeholders potentially play a role in collaborating,
although primary responsibility likely depends on the purpose and availability of funding or
other resources to support the efforts. For instance, the GoMRI-funded CRGC aims to assess and
address the interlinked public health, social, and economic dimensions of the DWH oil spill by
collaborating with many types of stakeholders, including researchers, health workers, and
community groups.21 One aspect of the CRGC program was to train community health workers
with skills for enhancing disaster resilience.22 In turn, the trainees provided important knowledge
about networking with local residents, identifying priority concerns and stressors in their
communities, and establishing the ground truth of early survey results. Consequently, CRGC was
able to engage with communities that might have had less capacity to access resources or might
have been more hesitant to seek out services, such as geographically isolated communities with
limited transportation and undocumented communities. A similar approach could be adopted by
private entities by providing the resources necessary for meaningful collaboration with local
communities during the development of disaster planning, response, and recovery strategies.

Recommendation 4: Connect the Past, Present, and Future Contexts to
Support Disaster Recovery Efforts
The fourth recommendation recognizes that oil spill disasters are not static, one-off events,
but reflect vulnerabilities decades in the making, the outcomes of historical decisions that shape
where people settle, the livelihoods in which they engage, and the resources that they can
access.23 Recovery efforts thus need to connect the past, present, and future contexts, working to
reduce the underlying vulnerabilities that existed before the oil spilled occurred, addressing
present needs across multiple domains, and building community capacities that create more
resilience to disaster events in the future. Research and practice are increasingly recognizing the
value of adaptive learning processes that address the dynamic linkages across time and across
different types of decisionmakers.24
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Examine Extant Policies and Practices for Ways to Reduce Vulnerabilities and Increase
Resilience
Disaster research and practice tends to focus on the immediate, near-term causes and
consequences of disasters rather than the longer periods before or after the immediate emergency
and recovery periods.25 To understand the conditions that need to be addressed to reduce risk,
policy and practice needs to be informed by historical and longitudinal analyses of how disasters
emerge and evolve. For instance, the National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil
Spill and Offshore Drilling noted that, in the decades prior to the oil spill, environmental
safeguards had eroded and oversight of the industry had become less effective as more
demanding deep-water drilling was pursued in the Gulf of Mexico.26 In addition, even though BP
paid damages and contributed other resources, the burden of recovery tends to fall on state and
local governments and their affected communities.27 A simple step before the next oil spill would
be to identify a variety of potential disposal sites for hazardous waste to prevent a
disproportionate amount of the waste generated by a clean-up being allocated to sites near lowincome communities of color.28
More broadly, research demonstrates that disaster impacts are unevenly spread because of
preexisting socioeconomic conditions.29 These and other factors shaping vulnerability (e.g.,
inequitable access to resources or employment opportunities) relate to broad social factors that
are beyond the limited hazard-focused purview of disaster-management agencies. For instance,
the exclusion of mental health problems from allowable claims from the Gulf Coast
Compensation Fund made it harder for people with lower income to access needed services.30 A
longer-term perspective could inform ways in which funding structures (e.g., federal or private
aid) could be modified to provide resources for resilience building before and after disasters
(such as by including line items in government or corporate budgets). Incentives and policies for
reducing “moral hazards” need to be considered to prevent the tendency to increase exposure to
risk when someone else bears the costs of the risks (e.g., through insurance). All stakeholders
would likely benefit from adopting a broader time perspective, but federal government agencies
and scientists with relevant knowledge and resources may be particularly suited to implement
this recommendation.
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Improve Adaptive Capacity Through Preparedness and Diversification
Adaptive capacity is the ability of a system to make long-term, sustainable adjustments to
damage or transformation (abrupt or gradual) through novel organizational, technological, or
other changes.31 Adaptive and flexible interventions are crucial for responding to disaster
impacts as they evolve over time. One way to support adaptive capacity is to establish
contingency plans and mechanisms for task switching and scaling up and down to meet changing
needs. Preparedness refers to the knowledge and capacities to address the impacts of disaster
and helps communities rapidly transition between resource types during crisis.32 Preparedness is
particularly relevant for populations that experience disasters frequently—such as in the Gulf
Coast region. However, although many communities know how to prepare for such natural
hazards as hurricanes, they are less familiar with how to prepare for an oil spill. Disaster
management agencies, including the Federal Emergency Management Agency and state and
local agencies, offer relatively little guidance on what households and communities should do to
prepare for oil spills. The lack of preparation is a mistake, given the rise of natech (processes
defined by a combination of natural and technological hazards) disasters worldwide.33 Beyond
communicating about how to prevent or respond to physical exposure, efforts are needed to
engage communities in thoughtful strategies for dealing with the array of mental, economic, and
social distress potentially resulting from a disaster, such as a large oil spill. Stakeholders with a
primary role include people responsible for planning or strategic thinking at all levels of
government and the private sector. An important strategy for increasing adaptability and
resilience is through economic diversification or opportunities for alternative livelihoods. When
access to certain goods and services is disrupted, substitutability can be enhanced by investing in
human and other sorts of capital that help reduce vulnerability. For instance, investments in
vocational training and education programs could enhance the ability of workers to apply their
skills in different sectors.

Recommendation 5: Deepen and Communicate the Evidence Base for
Building Community Resilience
Scientific evidence about the human dimensions of oil spills needs to be developed.
Compared with the extensive biophysical and ecological research, research on the human
dimensions of oil spills is relatively scant. For instance, social scientists made up only 2 percent
of the more than 1,200 students funded by GoMRI and human health–related research represents
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only 1 percent of oil spill studies conducted between 1968 and 2015.34 Furthermore, only 4.2
percent of GoMRI’s competitive grant funding was allocated to human dimensions (theme 5).
This lack of support for human-focused research aligns with broader trends in disaster research,
which is oriented primarily toward the biophysical rather than social dimensions of disaster.35
Data that incorporate health, economic, and social outcomes over time in specific locations and
socio-demographic contexts are rare. However, they provide insights about the specific types of
stress or barriers encountered by some people that go well beyond generalities and thus allow for
more-tailored interventions (e.g., telehealth may be more suited for people with pre-existing
mental health conditions). Funding organizations need to develop and implement guidelines (in
advance of the next disaster) for how to distribute and manage available funding and the other
resources needed to expand and centralize social science in disaster research and practice. These
guidelines should address (1) the disciplinary composition of review boards (to ensure that
diverse social sciences are adequately represented) and (2) ways to hold funders accountable to a
more-balanced distribution of resources across different disciplines. Assuming that adequate
resources are provided for social science, the following recommendations provide suggestions
for ways to strengthen empirical work aimed at enhancing community resilience.
Partner with Communities Through Participatory Research Approaches
To more rapidly improve how communities address risk, research needs to be developed in
collaboration with potential end users throughout the research process.36 This recommendation
needs to be implemented primarily by federal agencies or other organizations providing research
funding and members of the research community. Studies designed in ways that match
community needs with useful outputs might be more effective in facilitating change within
existing sociopolitical structures and processes.37 Researchers can improve both data collection
and engagement by partnering with local organizations. The CRGC efforts provide one example
of how these partnerships could be structured. Drawing on semistructured exit interviews with
CRGC partners on a survey project, Lesen and colleagues note that community collaborators
considered partnership useful for collecting information on community needs and concerns.38
One reason for the success of the CRGC collaborations was a longer engagement period that
allowed for trust to be built. Also, community members learned that researchers were
empathetic, while researchers learned how to conduct interviews using easily accessible terms
and phrases. The authors argue that with these processes in place, community members can be
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Murphy et al., 2016.
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Cutter, Boruff, and Shirley, 2003.
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Wall, McNie, and Garfin, 2017.
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Lesen et al., 2019.

38

Lesen et al., 2019.
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powerful partners in research, both by acting as community brokers who facilitate connections
between the research team and local community and by helping disseminate results to
communities, including by holding researchers accountable to disseminate results.
Use Prospective Research Designs, Collect Baseline Data, and Broaden the Definition
of “Exposure”
Disaster research is typically reactive, initiated only after a catastrophic event. As a result,
prospective designs and baseline data are rare,39 and causal analyses are undermined.40 One
reason for the reactive approach is that funding for research in this field tends to be responsive to
disasters. Although time-sensitive research is necessary, funding for prospective designs is at
least equally important. Research on oil spills is also challenging because of the complexity of
the subject area, the difficult context for collecting data, and the challenges in accessing often
marginalized and traumatized populations. A panel design that follows the same group of
respondents over time would allow researchers to better track the dynamics of vulnerability and
resilience to disaster impacts over time.41 An additional problem is inconsistency in how
“exposure” is conceived and operationalized. Lichtveld et al., for example, emphasizes how
resilience among coastal workers and communities following the DWH oil spill was affected by
chemical exposure and by nonchemical stressors,42 while others focus on direct and indirect
exposure elements.43 These research issues are salient as we examine the long-term impacts of
the oil spill and, as importantly, develop future mechanisms for integrating data developed
during preparedness, response, and subsequent evaluations in other emergencies.44 Social
scientists with expertise on these issues need to be included more systematically in the boards
responsible for reviewing research proposals and distributing funds. This recommendation could
be implemented primarily by federal agencies or others funding research and by members of the
research community.
Facilitate Data Sharing and Access
The DWH oil spill highlighted data sharing and access issues that need to be addressed.
Although many government agencies collected population data, they could not always share it
because of privacy and related issues.45 Survey fatigue in many communities may have been
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avoided if engagement with different research groups could be minimized.46 Access issues can
be particularly salient for marginalized and vulnerable populations. Participation in the
generation or consumption of research studies may be inhibited by linguistic and cultural
differences. Collecting data from non-English speakers may be more difficult and there may be
cultural disconnects between research teams and research participants that impact measure
reliability or validity.47 Science policy and practice should encourage research designs that
address these limitations so that there are not systematic gaps regarding vulnerable populations
in the body of empirical work being generated. Those with direct access to data—especially
federal agencies, the private sector, and scientific organizations—need to shoulder primary
responsibility for implementing this recommendation.
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7. Conclusions

Ten years after the DWH oil spill, our synthesis of research suggests that evidence for mental
health distress is mixed, with a lack of baseline data and prospective studies limiting the
conclusions that can be made about causal linkages between the oil spill and mental health
symptoms. Economic research suggests that impacts on commercial fisheries, seafood
processing, and tourism were substantial but short-lived. Nonetheless, households reported
experiencing negative financial stress associated with the oil spill. Finally, conditions following
the oil spill suggest that communities faced chronic stressors, with some groups (e.g., fishers)
appearing more vulnerable to social disruptions than others. Notably, only a small percentage of
research funding awarded through competitive grant processes has been allocated to scientific
studies of mental health, economic, or social aspects of the DWH oil spill.
Despite the limitations of research on mental health, economic, and community aspects of the
DWH oil spill, specific recommendations for policy, practice, and research are apparent. A
common theme emerging across the recommendations is that, in advance of another major oil
spill, a sustained assessment and intervention process needs to be established to ensure that
resources appropriately address acute and ongoing mental health, economic, and social wellbeing challenges in Gulf Coast communities. Social science needs to be central in this process to
ensure a comprehensive understanding of and response to risk across the disaster life cycle. In
particular, robust elicitation and integration of multiple perspectives on resilience are needed.
Furthermore, evaluation and iterative adjustment of resilience-building efforts will provide
nuanced information about what approaches are more suitable in different contexts. These
recommendations are consistent with place-based conceptualizations of social vulnerability to
disasters.
There are some aspects of the methods used to develop this report that necessarily limit the
conclusions that can be made. First, papers in preparation or other work still in progress are not
included and new evidence or insights may emerge in the near future that alter our understanding
of mental health, economic, or community impacts of (and appropriate responses to) the DWH
oil spill. Second, additional literature may have been overlooked because our search approach
relied on Web of Science, PubMed, and other online databases specific to disasters or the DWH
event and we did not systematically examine lessons from other oil spills (although some studies
did compare DWH with the Exxon Valdez event).1 Consequently, the recommendations in this
report may not generalize to other contexts.
Nonetheless, the findings and recommendations presented in this report have value beyond
the context of oil spills. Communities along the Gulf Coast and elsewhere face a variety of
1

Gill, Picou, and Ritchie, 2012; Gill et al., 2014.
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hazards, such as hurricanes, flooding, disease epidemics, and other events that can cause a heavy
human toll. To be resilient, communities need to work together, developing and nurturing their
assets and resources, understanding their collective and interdependent capacities to manage
shocks and stressors, and investing in risk-reducing interventions. Although research and
practice need to address the nuances of specific events and community characteristics, the key
messages in this report underscore best practices for disaster management that are generalizable
across contexts.
New information and insights on the human dimensions of the DWH oil spill will continue to
emerge in the years to come. The new information will need to be synthesized and the lessons
learned will need to be interpreted in the context of changing social-environmental conditions.
New risks will exacerbate existing vulnerabilities and present difficult challenges for the mental
health, quality of life, and rate of economic growth in Gulf Coast communities. To better inform
policymakers and practitioners with evidence-based recommendations for building community
resilience in the Gulf region, a broad coalition of stakeholders will need to develop and
implement an ambitious, inclusive agenda of initiatives.
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Appendix A. Report Methodology

This report integrated findings from a scoping literature review1 and input from subjectmatter experts. The literature review focused on articles about the mental health, economic, and
community impacts of the DWH oil spill on Gulf Coast communities. To identify articles, we
combined a topic search through Web of Science and PubMed with a review of other online
databases specific to disasters or to the DWH oil spill. Web of Science and PubMed were used to
identify academic literature, while the database review broadened the search and ensured
collection of academic and grey literature. We searched “Deepwater Horizon” in Web of Science
(returning 1,534 documents) and in PubMed (returning 783 documents). We reviewed other
databases from websites, including research and policy organizations (e.g., Louisiana Public
Health Initiative, Louisiana Oil Spill Coordinator’s Office), research studies and consortia (e.g.,
The Transdisciplinary Research Consortium for Gulf Resilience on Women’s Health, the Healthy
Gulf, Healthy Communities Study), funders (e.g., Environmental Protection Agency, GoMRI),
and online libraries (e.g., CRGC Resilient Gulf Resource Database, Natural Hazards Center
Online Library Catalog). In total, we reviewed 20 databases and identified 4,268 documents.
Combined with our Web of Science and PubMed searches, we identified a total of 6,540 items
for review.
We reviewed the title and type of document of all identified articles to determine off-topic
articles or non-research documents. Off-topic articles included articles on the ecological impacts
of the oil spill, physical science, human impacts not related to the DWH oil spill, or only
physical health impacts. Non-research articles included handouts, announcements, and other
documents found mainly through the databases. A total of 6,386 off-topic or non-research
documents were excluded.
We reviewed the abstract for each of the remaining 154 documents and excluded 39
documents deemed not relevant. Many of these documents had titles focused on the health
impacts of the oil spill, but from reviewing the abstract, it became clear that the documents were
discussing the physical or ecosystem health impacts of the oil spill. Subsequently, we reviewed
each article in its entirety, excluding 17 articles that were off-topic, missing, or inaccessible. This
process resulted in a final total of 98 documents for review (see Figure A.1). Each article was
coded on the following dimensions: the impacts of the DWH oil spill on communities, including
its mental health, economic, and social impacts; factors contributing to or inhibiting community
resilience; gaps in knowledge; and potential ways to improve community resilience.
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Rumrill, Fitzgerald, and Merchant, 2010.
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Figure A.1. Literature Review Selection Process

The results of the literature review were coupled with feedback from the broader CRGC
research team to draft our main findings on the health, economic, and community experiences
associated with the DWH oil spill. The draft was presented at a one-day workshop designed to
elicit feedback and identify high-level recommendations from subject-matter experts. The first
half of the workshop was structured around presentations on the health, economic, and
community dimensions of the oil spill. Each of these presentations focused on
•
•
•

the top three findings
the main gaps in knowledge
three key recommendations.

Following each presentation, we elicited feedback on our results through a facilitated
conversation with workshop participants focused on the following topics:
•
•
•

If you wanted someone to take away just one thing from this work, what would that be?
What strikes you as really important in this work?
What gaps or needs still remain in this work?

The second half of the workshop focused on identifying the main overall messages and
recommendations. Rather than presenting our own messages and recommendations, we elicited
feedback from workshop participants on what they thought should be the main findings through
three participatory exercises. The first exercise focused on identifying key overall messages, the
second exercise focused on key recommendations, and the third exercise was designed to
44

prioritize recommendations by ranking them on their impact and feasibility. At the start of each
exercise, we divided the participants into two breakout groups to discuss the topic, then
participants came together to compare discussion results and develop overall findings.
Participants were selected based on their knowledge of the impacts of the DWH oil spill and
included academic researchers from a variety of disciplines and real-world practitioners who
were responsible for providing support to communities during the oil spill. Participants included
members of the CRGC research team (project investigators, associated researchers, and graduate
students) and its stakeholder and technical advisory committees; disaster researchers and
practitioners from GoMRI and external to GoMRI, including GRHOP; and nongovernment
service providers. Approximately 25 people participated in the workshop.
The overall findings and recommendations that form the basis of this report were derived
from the workshop discussions. A draft version of the report was shared with members of the
CRGC team and workshop participants for review. Two independent peer reviewers (one
external to RAND and one internal to RAND, neither of whom were associated with CRGC) also
provided comments before the report was finalized.
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Appendix B. Key Empirical Journal Articles and Other Reports
Included for Review

Table B.1. Key Empirical Journal Articles and Other Reports Included for Review

Authors (Date)
Abramson et al. (2010)

Main Topic:
Mental Health (MH),
Economic (E), or
Community (C)
MH

Abramson et al. (2013)

MH

Aiena et al. (2016)

MH

Ayer et al. (2019)

MH

Bell, LanghinrichsenRohling, and Selwyn
(2020)
Bergstrand and Mayer
(2017)

MH

Methods
Probabilistic
telephone survey
In-person household
surveys
Patient
questionnaires
Probabilistic
telephone survey

Geographic Focus:
Texas (TX),
Louisiana (LA),
Mississippi (MS),
Alabama (AL),
Florida (FL)
LA, MS

Year(s) Data
Were Collected
2010

LA, MS, AL, FL

2012

MS

2010

TX, LA, MS, AL, FL

2016

Purposive sampling,
in-person survey

AL

2011

MH

Probabilistic
telephone survey

AL, FL

2015

Buttke, Vagi,
Bayleyegn, et al.
(2012)

MH

Cluster sampling, inperson household
surveys

MS, AL

2010

Buttke, Vagi, Schnall,
et al. (2012)

MH

Cluster sampling, inperson household
surveys

MS, AL

2011

Drescher,
Schulenberg, and
Smith (2014)
Fan et al. (2015)

MH

In-person survey

MS

2011–2012

MH

Representative
telephone survey

LA, MS, AL, FL

2010–2011

Gould et al. (2015)

MH

AL, FL, LA, MS

2010–2011

Grattan et al. (2011)

MH

Representative
telephone survey
In-person surveys

Kwok et al. (2017)

MH

Prospective cohort

AL, FL, LA, MS, TX

Lee et al. (2019)

MH

MS

Morris et al. (2013)

MH

Stratified, random
sample, in-person
survey
In-person interviews

Osofsky, Osofsky, and
Hansel (2011)

MH

LA

2010

Osofsky et al. (2014)

MH

Random and
purposive sampling,
telephone and inperson interviews
Purposive sampling,
patient questionnaires

LA

2013
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AL, FL

AL, FL

2010
2011–2013
2017
2011–2012

Authors (Date)
Osofsky, Hansel, et al.
(2015)

Main Topic:
Mental Health (MH),
Economic (E), or
Community (C)
MH

Osofsky, Osofsky, et
al. (2015)

MH

Ramchand et al.
(2019)

MH

Shultz et al. (2015)

MH

Flocks and Davies
(2014)
Gill, Picou, and Ritchie
(2012)
Gill et al. (2014)

C

Halmo, Griffith, and
Stoffle (2019)
Lesen et al. (2019)

C
C

Mayer, Running, and
Bergstrand (2015)
Petrun-Sayers et al.
(2019)
Ritchie, Gill, and Long
(2018)
Safford et al. (2012)

C

Sullivan, Ulrich-Schad,
and Hamilton (2018)

C

Aldy (2014)

E

Alvarez et al. (2014)

E

Carroll et al. (2016)

E

English et al. (2018)

E

Fiore, Bond, and
Nataraj (2019)
Glasgow and Train
(2018)

E

C
C

C
C
C

E

Methods
Purposive sampling,
telephone survey

Geographic Focus:
Texas (TX),
Louisiana (LA),
Mississippi (MS),
Alabama (AL),
Florida (FL)
LA

Year(s) Data
Were Collected
2011

Multiwave, naturalistic
design, in-person
survey
Probabilistic
telephone survey

LA

2009–2012

TX, LA, MS, AL, FL

2016

Trauma signature
analysis

Nonspecific

2010

Focus groups, key
informant interviews
Probabilistic
telephone survey
Probabilistic
telephone survey

AL, FL

2011–2013

AL (and Alaska)

2010

AL (and Alaska)

2011

Ethnography

FL, AL, MS, LA

2016

Random and
purposive sampling,
interviews, in-person
survey
Focus groups, key
informant interviews
Probabilistic
telephone survey
Probabilistic
telephone survey
Probabilistic
telephone survey
Community-based
participatory research

LA, AL

2017

AL, FL

2011–2013

Regression analysis
using secondary data
Site choice model
using survey data
Secondary data
analysis
Site choice model
using telephone
survey data

Regression analysis
using secondary data
Adjustment factor for
loss estimates
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TX, LA, MS, AL, FL

2016

AL

2013

LA, FL

2010

LA, MS, AL

2011

TX, LA, MS, AL, FL

2010

LA, MS, AL, GA, FL,
SC, NC
TX, LA, MS, AL, FL

2006–2010

Model focused on
TX, LA, MS, AL, FL,
GA; phone survey
included individuals
from continental
United States
TX, LA, MS, AL, FL

2012–2013

LA, MS, AL, Fl

2010–2011

2002–2013

2000–2015

Authors (Date)
Nadeau et al. (2014)

Main Topic:
Mental Health (MH),
Economic (E), or
Community (C)
E

Sumaila et al. (2012)

E

U.S. Department of
Commerce (2010)

E

Whitehead et al.
(2018)

E

Austin et al. (2014)

C, E

Cope et al. (2013)

MH, C

Cope et al. (2016)

MH, C

Cherry et al. (2015)

MH, C

Cherry et al. (2017)

MH, C

Gaston et al. (2017)

MH, C

Parks et al. (2018)

MH, C

Parks et al. (2019)

MH, C

Patel et al. (2018)

MH, C

Rung et al. (2015)

MH, C, E

Rung et al. (2016)

MH, C, E

Rung et al. (2017)

MH, C, E

Shenesey and
LanghinrichsenRohling (2015)

MH, C, E

Methods
Mixed methods
(claims data,
interviews, year-overyear employment
data)
Modeling based on
secondary data
Direct and indirect
impacts of
moratorium on drilling
Travel cost estimate
based on online
survey
Ethnography

Geographic Focus:
Texas (TX),
Louisiana (LA),
Mississippi (MS),
Alabama (AL),
Florida (FL)
LA, MS, AL, FL

Year(s) Data
Were Collected
2009–2011

TX, LA, MS, AL, FL

Various

TX, LA, MS, AL, FL

2010

Estimate focused on
FL; online survey
included individuals
from 13 states
LA, AL, MS

2011

2010–2012

Repeated crosssectional telephone
survey
Repeated crosssectional telephone
survey
Convenience
samples, in-person
survey
Convenience
samples, in-person
survey
U.S. Census data,
convenience sample,
telephone survey

LA

2010, 2011,
2012, 2013

LA

2010, 2011,
2012, 2013

LA

Not specified

LA

Not specified

LA

2012–2014,
2014–2016

Repeated crosssectional telephone
survey
Probabilistic
telephone survey
Random and
purposive sample, inperson surveys
Convenience sample,
telephone survey
Population-based
sample, telephone
surveys
Population-based
sample, telephone
surveys
Probabilistic
telephone survey

LA

2010, 2011,
2012, 2013
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TX, LA, MS, AL, FL

2016

LA, AL

2017

LA

2011–2013

LA

2012–2014

LA

2012–2014

AL

2011

Appendix C. Health, Economic, and Community Key Messages
Presented at the Workshop

Key Messages: Health
Top Three Main Findings
1. The DWH oil spill may be associated with mental health distress.
2. There are many different causes of health problems.
3. Exposure to other shocks and stresses may exacerbate health problems.
Top Three Gaps in Knowledge
1. How should we define exposure?
2. What are the long-term population-wide public health impacts of oil spills?
3. How do oil spills affect the health of specific vulnerable populations?
Top Three Recommendations
1. Mental health services need to be provided over a long period.
2. Mental health support should be provided to a wide population group.
3. Targeted mental health outreach is needed.

Key Messages: Economic
Top Three Main Findings
1. The oil spill had negative short-term effects on commercial fisheries landings and on
employment in some tourism industries.
2. There is little evidence of longer-term impacts on aggregate commercial fisheries or
tourism metrics.
3. Losses in recreational activities were between 600 and 700 million dollars.
Top Three Gaps in Knowledge
1. Why were certain sectors more resilient than others?
2. How did the effects of the spill differ across individual fishers/businesses?
3. Are there policy interventions that could improve economic resilience?
Top Three Recommendations
1. Develop and disseminate better data to inform policy.
2. Establish processes for facilitating resilience when economic systems are compromised.
3. The public sector may need to provide short- and long-term support to help the economy.
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Key Messages: Community
Top Three Main Findings
1. Gender and disaster exposure affected worry and risk perception.
2. Age, race, and education correlated with resilience.
3. Context and granularity is important.
Top Three Gaps in Knowledge
1. How do cumulative disasters affect households and communities?
2. How should households and communities prepare for oil spills?
3. How do different factors shape impact and recovery processes?
Top Three Recommendations
1. Policymakers should improve oil spill preparedness.
2. Interventions should be funded at the local level.
3. Responders should establish processes for maintaining community trust.
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S OC I A L A ND E C ONOMI C WELL-BEING

T

he 2010 Deepwater Horizon (DWH) oil spill was the largest in U.S. history,
releasing an estimated 4.9 million barrels of oil into the Gulf of Mexico.
The scale of the disaster motivated diverse stakeholders to examine the
human dimensions of the spill and how communities’ resilience to similar
threats could be improved. This examination is needed because, as long

as humans depend upon extracting oil and gas for energy, coastal regions are at risk
for spills. In this report, the authors explore how communities, governmental officials,
nongovernment organizations, businesses, and scientists can build community
resilience to large oil spills. Researchers found that mixed evidence of distress
associated with the DWH disaster and a range of factors that affect the nature and
severity of people’s experiences.
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